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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks John, before we get started I’d like to thank my committee members for the time and energy they have given to this process: Erik Crosman, George Huffman, Jim Steenburgh, and Court Strong. I appreciate you all so much. This work was funded by a Joint Fire Science Program grant and two Collaborative Science, Technology, and Applied Research grants. Without this funding, we wouldn’t be able to do the work we do.  Alright, we’ll just jump right into it – my dissertation title is intentionally vague, and it is addresseing two seemingly unrelated topics that share a critical motivation and vision for improving operations and research in our field. 
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ARCHIVAL AND ANALYSIS OF HIGH-RESOLUTION 
RAPID REFRESH MODEL OUTPUT USING 

ZARR FILES IN THE CLOUD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the next section, we are going to address the issues surrounding accessing and efficiently processing model data. The title of this portion is called Archival and Analysis of High-Resolution Rapid Refresh Model Output using Zarr Files in the Cloud.
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OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

The Big Data 
Problem

Satellites Radar
Numerical 
Weather 
Models

O(10 TB) data produced day-1

https://www.noaa.gov/organization/information-technology/big-data-program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  We will start with a little background - as mentioned in the research objectives, data access is critical, and can be made more difficult when a large volume of new data is made available everyday. For example, each day, NOAA is responsible for data from satellite, radar, and numerical weather models whose volume is on the order of 10's of TB per day.  
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The Response: 
NOAA Big Data Program

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) providers have the capacity to 
store the increasing volume of data available and provide public 
access and computer resources to end users

2015

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To address this problem, NOAA assembled the Big Data Program in 2015, which created public-private partnerships with industry giants like Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. These companies are known as IaaS provides, or Infrastructure as a Service. These IaaS providers have the capacity to not only store the large volume of data being produced, but they are able to enable public access to it while also providing end users with compute resources to parse and process it. 
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The Response: 
NOAA Big Data Program

HRRR NEXRAD

GOES-16/17

GFS

GEFS
Space Weather 

Forecasts

Lightning
Global Relief 

Model

Most of these high-volume datasets 
are stored in hypercube formats

e.g., GRIB2, netCDF4

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These providers already store many large datasets like model output, radar data, and satellite retrievals. Many of these high-volume datasets are stored in a hypercube format, such as GRIB2 and netCDF4.  I bolded and highlighted one of the available datasets, the HRRR model, which we used in our research to address the data access need. Like the HRRR, most numerical weather prediction models are stored using this format. 
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GRIB2 Format: 
GRIdded Binary Second Edition

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

• Self-describing file format used to efficiently store and transmit two-
dimensional data fields (Wang 2014)

• Data is compressed using a similar method to JPEG image compression 
(Silver and Zander 2017)

• GRIB2 files are large when decompressed and are difficult to read 
efficiently, even when using compatible Python libraries
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High-Resolution Rapid 
Refresh version 4 (HRRR)

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

• 3-km convection-permitting numerical 
weather model – 1.9 million grid 
spaces over CONUS domain

• Run hourly by the National Center 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

• Output used for forecasting, research, 
development

Rapid 
Refresh

HRRR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned before, we are going to be using the output from the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh model for this portion of the research. The HRRR model is currently in its fourth iteration, which was implemented in December 2020. This model is a 3-km convection permitting model that forecasts for the 1.9 million grid spaces within its Continental United States domain, shown by the red outline. The HRRR model is run every hour by NCEP and is initialized using initial and boundary conditions from its parent model, Rapid Refresh, whose domain is shown by the dark blue outline. 
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HRRR 
CONUS

Forecast Length 
for Initialization Times Number of Output Files

v. First Date 0, 6, 12, 18 UTC Other Hours Surface Pressure Native

1 9/30/2014 15 15 102 659 778

2 8/23/2016 18 18 135 687 1110

3 7/12/2018 36 18 151 701 1126

4 12/2/2020 48 18 173 711 1136

HRRR 
CONUS

Forecast Length 
for Initialization Times Number of Output Files

v. First Date 0, 6, 12, 18 UTC Other Hours Surface Pressure Native

1 9/30/2014 15 15 102 659 778

2 8/23/2016 18 18 135 687 1110

3 7/12/2018 36 18 151 701 1126

4 12/2/2020 48 18 173 711 1136

High-resolution model, high-volume output…

576 files day-1

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years, the HRRR model has increased its forecast length and added new variable fields with each subsequent model version.  Each iteration adds more and more data, making it increasingly difficult to access at a given time.  For example, version four forecasts hourly out to 18 or 48 hours, producing 576 surface files each day that are around 150 MB in size. 
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Utah HRRR Archive

OVERVIEW ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Blaylock et al. (2017)

No longer able to 
maintain dataset size

Convert archive to 
alternate format: Zarr

2016-2020 Pando was the only HRRR archive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From 2016 to 2020, the only way an end user was able to access archived HRRR data was through the repository managed by the Center for High Performance Computing at the University of Utah. The archive was created and managed as described in Blaylock et al. 2017, in an object storage architecture called Pando. Over time, the dataset grew to nearly 150 TB, and with the most recent version and extended forecast length, Pando was unable to sustain the dataset’s size.  For this reason, we turn to an alternate file format, Zarr, which can make accessing the data easier, and allowing it to be usable with a cloud infrastructure. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Developed by Alistair Miles (2016) and supported by the 
MRC Centre for Genomics and Global Health

https://zarr.readthedocs.io/

An alternative model output format – Zarr

• Inspired by HDF5

• Creates N-dimensional arrays 
with any NumPy dtype

• Arrays can be chunked in any 
dimension

• Cloud-compatible 

• Back-end compatibility 
with xarray, dask, iris

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zarr is a relatively new file format that was developed by Alistair Miles in 2016. It was inspired by the structure and format of HDF5.  A Zarr file allows for the creation of N-dimensional arrays, filled with values of any dtype.  These arrays can be chunked along any dimension and for any size.  Zarr is not only a cloud-compatible format, but it has back end capabilities that allow it to work seamlessly with Python libraries like xarray, dask and iris. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

What exactly is a chunk?
An N-dimensional subset of a Zarr array (zarray) whose shape, 
data type, and memory specifications are based on the user-

defined selections for the application

https://zarr-developers.github.io/

Say we have an array of size (1500,1500)

But we want our chunks to be a more 
manageable size of (500,500), or 9 
equal chunks

Zarr Array
1500 x 1500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if you’re anything like me, and this is your first exposure to Zarr, you are probably asking yourself, what the heck is a chunk? 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

What exactly is a chunk?
A user-defined N-dimensional subset of a Zarr array (zarray) 

whose shape, data type, and memory specifications are 
predefined based on the application

https://zarr-developers.github.io/

Say we have an array of size (1500,1500)

But we want our chunks to be a more 
manageable size of (500,500), or 9 
equal chunks

(0,0) (0,1) (0,2)

(1,0)

(2,0)

(1,1) (1,2)

(2,2)(2,1)

Each resulting chunk will be labeled 
with numbers corresponding to its 
location in the zarr array
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

What exactly is a chunk?
A user-defined N-dimensional subset of a Zarr array (zarray) 

whose shape, data type, and memory specifications are 
predefined based on the application

https://zarr-developers.github.io/

(0,0) (0,1) (0,2)

(1,0)

(2,0)

(1,1) (1,2)

(2,2)(2,1)

Each chunk can be encoded and 
compressed based on the user specification

Encoding: Byte order, character code, 
byte length 

Compression: LZMA, Blosc, LZ4, 
Zstandard, Zlib
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

So, does anyone use it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, you are probably wondering, does anyone use this? 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

HRRR-Zarr Dataset

HRRR Surface 
GRIB2

HRRR Surface 
Zarr

 Keep Climate and Forecast 
naming conventions

 Store in Amazon Web Service 
Cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides are going to detail the process of creating the HRRR-Zarr dataset. So, the general idea is that we want to convert these HRRR Surface forecast files in GRIB2 format, to become HRRR Surface forecast files in Zarr format. Since many GRIB2 and netCDF4 users are familiar with the Climate and Forecast naming conventions, we continue to use them in the HRRR-Zarr dataset. We chose the Zarr format for several reasons, but a driving force was its cloud capabilities – this is important as we will be storing it with Amazon Web Services Simple Storage Service.  We use Python to make this conversion happen, along with the following Python libraries. 
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HRRR-Zarr Workflow

OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

00 UTC HRRR 
Surface Forecasts

49 surface files with 
173 data fields

All files loaded 
into memory 
and organized 

by level/variable

Arrays encoded, 
chunked, and 
compressed

Compression: LZ4
Level: 9

20201015_00z_anl.zarr      F00

20201015_00z_fcst.zarr     F01 – F48

500mb/HGT
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Consider 20201015_00z_fcst.zarr

• Each data array (variable) is 
of size (48,1799,1059)

• We want to subset the array 
along the time dimension, 
into chunks of size 
(48,150,150) for easy time 
series construction

• Produces 96 chunks across 
the HRRR domain 
~500 kB – 1 MB

OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY
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AWS Simple Storage Service (S3)

S3 object store

Zarr organization mimics a 
hierarchical data structure

OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our HRRR-Zarr files are stored using the AWS S3 platform, where our data is stored in a bucket structure that can contain any type of file object. Our Zarr files are organized for intuitive use, which mimic a hierarchical structure, as you see above, starting with the date, file, and followed by the level and parameter. 
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Publicly available through 
the Registry of Open Data 

on AWS

https://registry.opendata.aws/noaa-
hrrr-pds/

OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

Data Application: Labor Day Weather Event 
7-9 September 2020

https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/

Downslope 
winds and 
wildfires

Downslope 
winds

Snow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the last portion of this presentation we are going to demonstrate some Zarr applications using HRRR model output from the 2020 Labor Day weather event. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

HRRR-Zarr Use Cases

Using HRRR-Zarr data for examples of 
high-throughput applications 
(e.g., operational forecasting, machine learning)

Salem

Portland

Eugene

Mt. Hood

Bend

Crater Lake

• Time series
 Forecast spread for a point

• Spatial plots
 Time-lagged Ensemble (Probabilities)
 Empirical Cumulative Distributions and 

exceedance values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our applications in this section be focused towards high-throughput applications such as operational forecasting or machine learning.  The data will come from the chunk that covers the area you see on the plot.  If you aren’t familiar with this area, I have highlighted large cities in the Willamette Valley, which is flanked y the Cascade and Coastal Ranges. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

Forecast Spread near Beechie Creek Fire

21 forecasts valid for each time

 1260 GRIB2 files (150 MB)

 96 Zarr chunks (500 kB)

 3.3 seconds on CHPC’s 
Kingspeak34
No multiprocessing 

Station sheltered 
by forest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we are going to look at a timeseries that displays HRRR model spread using forecasts of wind gust.  For each hour from 0 UTC on September 7 to 12 UTC on September 9, all 21 valid forecasts are used to determine the forecast mean, maximum, and minimum wind gust for a grid space near one of the burning fires, called Beechie Creek Fire. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

Probabilistic Guidance 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹
𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 > 10 𝑚𝑚 𝐹𝐹−1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building off the idea from the time series, we can look at all forecasts valid for a given time, and create a sort of pseudo-ensemble, where we treat each forecast at a valid time as an individual member. In this plot we show the probability of a wind gust exceeding 10 meters per second at every grid point in the chunk for valid times 00 and 06 UTC on September 8. These probabilities are calculated using the formula in the top right corner. Probabilistic calculations like these can easily be made using the Zarr file structures, allowing for the uncertainty of a scenario to be understood easier. 
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

Empirical Cumulative Distributions

Goal is to compare data to a “climatology” 
distribution to identify outlier or extreme events

Use all HRRR wind gust analyses (F00) from the 
month of September 2016-2019 to create a 
distribution for each grid point in the chunk

Blaylock et al. (2018) used the Open Science Grid 
to calculate HRRR distributions
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS SUMMARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We compared 4 forecasts, all valid at 12 UTC on September 8
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Problem: Efficiently accessing and processing high-volume model 
output for machine learning and forecasting applications

Proposed Solution: Convert the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh 
(HRRR) GRIB2 model output archive to Zarr format

• We converted the HRRR archive to an alternative format, Zarr, for 
its compatibility with cloud environments and its flexibility

• Each HRRR model run forecasts are condensed into two Zarr files (a 
forecast and analysis) which contain all data fields and are named using 
CF conventions 

• Each Zarr array is subset into 96 chunks for a more efficient and 
customizable user experience
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OVERVIEW        ZARR FORMAT        HRRR-ZARR APPLICATIONS        SUMMARY

Problem: Efficiently accessing and processing high-volume model 
output for machine learning and forecasting applications

Proposed Solution: Convert the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh 
(HRRR) GRIB2 model output archive to Zarr format

• Caveat: Zarr is optimal for many applications, but GRIB2 files are best 
for running model simulations and other tasks that require full-domain 
grids

• The HRRR-Zarr dataset is now stored on AWS, thanks to the Amazon 
Sustainability Initiative and Open Data Program
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